Abstract. While formal methods have promised essential benefits for the software development process, industrial development reality nevertheless relies mainly on informal and especially graphical description techniques. This article argues that formal techniques are indeed useful for practical application if put to indirect use. To demonstrate this approach, two pragmatic graphical description techniques, taken from the field of telecommunication, are analyzed regarding their information contents and their application in the process of specification development; as a result these techniques are formally defined. Based on the formal definition, "safe" development steps and their graphical counterparts are introduced. This yields a graphical development method which relies on precise formal foundations.
Introduction
Informal graphical description methods have found wide-spread application in industry. Theoreticians have often criticized these methods for the lack of a precise definition of their conveyed information. However, for industrial practice the intuitive comprehensiveness of graphical methods makes them well-suited for fast development of high-quality software. Formal approaches provide a high degree of semantic preciseness. In an industrial context, nevertheless, they can be applied only to a small number of carefully selected projects where specially trained personell is available. This gap between theory and practice as well as ways to overcome it are recently attracting increasing scientific attention (see e.g. [SFD92] , [BS93] , [Hus95] ). This paper presents a method which combines semantic preciseness with a pragmatic graphical notation. In order to ensure the practical applicability of the method, the studied graphical notation has been derived from the specifications used in an industrial development project. This work does neither report on new theoretical insights nor on a completely new graphical specification method. Instead, it is shown how the state of the art in formal methods can be applied to analyze and improve an existing specification method. This way, preciseness of specification can be introduced into a given software development culuture while still ensuring acceptance and usability by current development personell. So the novel aspect of the work reported here is that in this case study the protagonists of formal methods did not try to revolutionize industrial practice, but to "phase in" with existing practice and to prepare a way for smooth evolution towards more powerful specification and development methods.
This paper is structured as follows: The remainder of this introductory section describes the industrial project in the context of which this work was carried out, as well as the theoretical background for the chosen formal semantics. In section 2, the graphical description techniques are introduced which have been taken from current (non-formal) development practice in this project. Afterwards, section 3 sketches how these notations can be supported by a formal semantics. The central part of this paper is section 4, which describes the new method proposed as the result of this study. This development method uses a slightly refined variant of the original graphical notations, but it defines a number of graphical development steps which ensure consistency of the specification in the sense of formal semantics. Section 5 concludes the paper with an outlook to further related work.
Industrial Background
The studied graphical description methods have been taken from a functional specification out of a real industrial project (at Siemens AG, Public Communication Networks, Advanced Development). The used specification deals with the high-level description of a system providing an Interactive Video Service to domestic customers. The complete project (which is a system development including hardware as well as software) has a size of approx. 100 person-years (carried out in a time span of approx. 2 years). The Interactive Video Service.
The system developed in the studied project provides domestic sutomers with an interactive variant of television. For this purpose, the customer's TV set is connected with a so-called set-top box, which acts as an end system for a broadband communication network based on ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) and advanced switching techniques. The set-top box does not only receive information out of the network (as in classical television) but also maintains a backchannel to control programme sources by commands entered by the user with an infrared remote control. Content providers offer video material for interactive access through the communication network, using powerful server computers. . hh The specification which is used as a reference example in this paper describes a "video-on-demand" service on such an infrastructure, where the customer can order video information interactively for immediate delivery over the communication network (in an individual data stream for each customer).
Theoretical Background
To understand the introduced development approach a minimum knowledge of the underlying formal concepts is necessary. Trace Theory. In [Hoare:1978] , traces are introduced as a description of the system behavior:
A communicating process is intended to interact with its environment at distinct points in time. Each individual interaction can be recorded as a value from a certain set A of event names (often called the alphabet of the process). An observation of the behavior of the process up to a given moment of time can be recorded as the sequence of events in which it has engaged so far. This is known as a trace...
Thus, a trace can be understood as a sequence of symbols with each symbol denoting an action or event relevant for the system description. Given a certain set of symbols ("alphabet"), traces can be defined using the two constructors • <>: denoting the empty sequence, i.e. the trace with no action occurred. • a ° t: denoting the sequence with action ``a´´ as its first element, and the trace t as its rest.
Furthermore, a function is introduced to filter out certain elements of a trace, leaving a trace consisting of parts of the original trace:
• A © t: denoting the restriction of trace to elements from A according the equations:
Graphical Description Techniques
The following graphical description techniques are used in the specification which was the starting point of this study: Session State Diagrams Extended Event Traces
Please note that the specification, being an informal one, also contains a significant amount of explaining text ("prose"). The diagrams serve here as illustrations which are explained in the accompanying text. It was the purpose of the work described here to give a more formal, self-contained meaning to the diagrams.
Session State Diagrams.
Session State Diagrams (SSDs) are used to describe the global system from the user's point of view. As implied by the name, the behavior of the system is described graphically using states. The interactions between user and system are described by transition between those states marked with the names of those interactions. Furthermore, initial and final states are explicitly marked. Thus being similar to other classical state transition diagrams, e.g., State charts, SSDs additionally can be hierarchically composed. This allows SSD to be used to describe the behavior of a system on different levels of abstraction. This is a simpler variant of hierarchical state transition systems as they are for instance at the core of Statecharts [Har87] . Figure {SSD} describes the behavior of the "Interactive Video Service" as seen from an abstract point of view with the states "Not using IVS", "Service Selection", "Content Selection" and "Content Transmission"; furthermore a more detailed view of the ``Content Transmission'' state is given.
Extended Event Traces.
Extended Event Traces (EETs) are used for the description of the system from a component oriented point of view. Using EETs, parts from the course of interaction between two or more components are described, and connected to a state of the system's SSD. In general, EETs are seen as a sample collection of legal interactions without being necessarily complete. Concerning their graphical representation and their conveyed information EETs, on the whole, correspond to "Message Flow Diagrams" or "Message Sequence Charts''. Additionally, EETs allow the use of indicators for repeatable or optional sequences within a EET.
Bei Figure {EET} describes the interaction of the three components "CPE", "Network" and "CP" when setting up the connection between customer and provider.
The Event Traces used in the given specification are called "Extended", since they go slightly beyond the well-known syntax of Sequence Charts. In particular, Extended Event Traces may contain repetition indicators to designate parts of an event trace which can appear several times in sequence. Due to these extensions, a single EET covers a number of cases which would traditionally be depicted in several Sequence Charts. See 3.3 for a more detailed discussion of repetition indicators. 
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Fig. 3: Correspondence of Graphical and Formal Representation
Anmerkung: Es gilt die gleiche Kritik an dem EET wie oben !!
Traces by Clauses.
For the formalization of SSDs and EETs a common semantical model, the "trace model" is used. This is necessary to combine both description forms into a common description. Since, however, these description techniques will be embedded into a development method for system descriptions, it is furthermore necessary to find a coherent formal description form supporting common development techniques for both SSDs and EETs. Since both description techniques are state based, it is reasonable to use a formalization based on states. For the formal description of traces of the system states are mapped on predicates, each predicate characterizes traces starting in the corresponding state. Transitions are mapped on clauses over these predicates. Here, a simple form of clauses will be used consisting of predicates over traces. These clauses will either have the form Ps1(a ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t) or the form Ps1(t) ⇐ Ps2(t) Anmerkung: Ich würde Indizes verwenden, die es in Word ja schließlich zu diesem Zweck gibt. Also etwa:
Now, the behavior of the system given by such a set of clauses can be defined to be the set of traces characterized by those predicates that meet the conditions given by the corresponding clause set. Since several different predicates may be possible solutions for a clause set of this form, the weakest ("falsest") solution will be chosen according to the closed world assumption.
Formal Description of SSDs.
To give a formal description of SSDs, the structural elements ("state", "transition", "initial state", "final state") must be expressed in formal terms. Therefore, the constituting elements of SSDs are mapped on trace clauses in the following manner:
• A state is mapped onto predicates. For each state "s" a corresponding predicate "Ps" is introduced.
• A transition is mapped onto a clause. For each transition from a state "s1" to a state "s2" labeled with action "a", a corresponding clause "Ps1(a ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t)" is introduced.
• An initial state is mapped onto a clause relating the system predicate to the state. For each initial state "s", a corresponding clause "S(t) ⇐ Ps(t)" is introduced, with "S(t)" denoting the predicate describing the complete system behavior.
• A final state is mapped onto a clause for the empty trace. For each final state "s", a corresponding clause "Ps(◊)" is introduced.
The following table shows parts of the formal description of the SSDs shown in Figure ( 
Formal Description of EETs.
To base the formal description of EETs on the same principle as of SSDs implicit states within an EET after each interaction between two components are introduced. Figure ( eet-trafo) shows the EET for the "Content Selection Phase" together with the explicit depiction of those implicit states. Now, the above mapping can be applied to EETs: • An implicit state is mapped onto predicates. For each state "i" a corresponding predicate "Ei" is introduced.
• A transition is mapped onto a clause. For each transition from a state "i" to a state "j" labeled with action "a", a corresponding clause "Ei(a ⊕ t) ⇐ Ej(t)" is introduced.
• An option indicator is mapped onto a clause connecting the beginning of the optional sequence to its end. For an optional sequence with start state "i" and final state "j", a corresponding clause "Ei(t) ⇐ Ej(t)" is introduced.
• A repetition indicator is mapped onto a clause connecting the end of the repeatable sequence with its beginning. For a repeatable sequence with start state "i" and final state "j", a corresponding clause "Ej(t) ⇐ Ei(t)" is introduced.
The following table shows the clausal description of the EET diagram depicted in Figure ( eet-trafo):
Graphical Design Method for Consistent Specifications
It is not sufficient to simply translate the notations of an informal development method into a formal notation. The formal semantics makes sense only if some practical benefit is drawn from the introduced precision. On the other hand, the actual software developers and specifiers should be saved from direct contact to he formal notation (e.g. the clauses in our case). Therefore, we are going to introduce now a formal but graphical development technique based on the formalization. For industrial use, two features of this method are most important, which are the transparent use of formal methods, and the structured development of the system descriptions. In the following, after a short introduction to these concepts, a survey of the single steps of this method will be given with each step enhanced with an example. Finally, a more complex example will be given to show a more complex use; a possible concept for a corresponding development tool will close this section.
Transparent Use of Formal Methods
In industrial practice, informal and graphical description techniques prevail for good reasons: a graphical description can be quite intuitive, easy to understand and to communicate, and some of the graphical notations are well scalable to very large projects, none of which holds for most current formal description techniques. The formal approaches on the other hand allow an unambiguous interpretation and enable the detection of incomplete descriptions or inconsistency of modular specification, which are common problems of informal description techniques. These facts make clear that neither the informal nor the formal approach in its pure form is apt for industrial use, and only a combination of both aspects is adequate for the engineering process.
Anmerkung: Letzter Absatz erscheint mir irgendwie eine Wiederholung aus der Einleitung zu sein.
The basic idea for combining the advantages of formal and graphical approaches is to use formality in a transparent way, i.e., without the user's notice. One possible way for such an approach is the indirect use of formal description transformation ("refinement") rules. Here, the user of the method (i.e. the software developer) just uses a fixed set of transformation rules for the derivation of graphical system descriptions (e.g. SSDs and EETs). Independently of this practical application, and once for all developments, a semantics specialist has used the formal interpretation of the graphical description techniques to prove that this set of rules is "safe", i.e., that it provably maintains consistency. This way, a "graphical development calculus" is introduced with verified "safe" operations on the description graphs.
Verified Properties of Transformation (Fig. ? Indirect use of Formalization) This approach has advantages over an informal development of graphical specifications as well as over a formal development. The key point is that the notion of consistency of a specification is well-defined, based on the formal semantics. Moreover, a methodical guideline for the development of graphical specifications is offered, where the consistency is ensured step-by-step during the development. The next section describes this structured development method in more detail.
Development of System Descriptions
Global Interface Description Global System View Refinement
Component Interface Description
Component View Refinement (Fig. ? The System Description Development Process) In 4.1 the design process was claimed to profit from restricting the legal design steps to controlled transformations accoridng to the "graphical calculus". Furthermore, also the use of the description techniques should be regulated to further the development process.
Thus, it is additionally necessary to embed these description techniques in a structured development guideline to facilitate the design decisions by a clear separation of concern during the development process. To meet this requirement, the description techniques are embedded in a development guideline based on the structured process found in formal specification development, consisting of four phases:
• Declaration of the syntactic interface of the global system
• Refinement of the global view system description • Declaration of the syntactic interface of the components • Refinement of the component view system description The remainder of this section will deal with these development steps. Since it is obvious that such a straight-forward development will in general not be possible in real world projects, sufficient support must be given for the revision of system descriptions. Section (Concluding Remarks) will elaborate this question in more detail.
The Global Syntactic Interface
To describe the syntactic interface of the system, the set of relevant interactions between system and system environment/user has to be defined. Furthermore for each interaction it has to be determined whether the action is controlled by the system or the system user. Actions controlled by the system are considered to be output actions, while actions controlled by the user are considered to be input actions. In case of the Interactive Video Service, the set of input actions contains Start Session, EXIT, FF, PLAY, REW, EXIT, e.g., while the set of output actions contains actions like End of Movie, End of Session, or Timeout.
Anmerkung: Ich bin mir nicht so sicher, ob Timeout ein Output ist. Wir haben ja keine Timer in unserer Modellierung, also kann das System gar nicht wissen, wann die Zeit abgelaufen ist. Timeout ist für mich eher ein Input (von einem Timer).
With the declaration of the syntactic interface of the global system also the description of the behavior of the most "liberal" or maximally underspecified system determined. This system description, called the initial description characterizes a system allowing arbitrary interactions between system and environment. The initial description is the starting point from which the final description will be deduced by repeated refinement in the following development steps.
Consistent Transformation of SSDs
During the repeated refinement steps a sufficiently detailed description of the global system starting from the inital description is developed by adding more design decisions. Those refinement steps consist of the application of a set of transformtion rules. For the transformation of SSD descriptions two rules are defined:
• State splitting • Transition elimination. While this rule set is elementary and consists of simple rules, it is, on the other hand, complete and thus allows the deduction of an arbitraray SSD beginning with the initial description.
State Splitting.
The first kind of transformation allows the introduction of new states by splitting an already existing state in two new states. The transitions of the two new states are determined in the following way.
• For any transition starting at the old state two corresponding transitions starting at each of new states is introduced.
• For any transition ending at the old state two corresponding transitions ending at each of the new states is introduced.
• For any transition starting and ending at the old state two corresponding transitions starting and ending at the new states are introduced.
• For any transitions starting and ending at the old state two corresponding transitions starting at each one of the new states and ending at the other are introduced.
The following scheme considers incomming ("a1", "a2") and outgoing ("e1","e2") transitions as well as feed-back ("i") transitions of the state "s" to be split.
Pr1
First, for each of the generated states s1 and s2, the corresponding transitions are introduced, by replacing s by s1 and s2, respectively, throughout the clauses for s.
Ps2(e1 ⊕ t) ⇐ Pt1(t) Furthermore, for each transition originially leading back into the split state, a corresponding transition from the first to the second state and vice versa is introduced.
Ps1 Figure ( state_split) shows the splitting of state "s" in the corresponding graphical description. While transformation by state splitting yields an additional structuring of the set of states, it does not, however, restrict the system behavior concerning the set of possible system behaviors. Since the behavior of the system is essentially determined by the set of transitions, a possibility to reduce those transitions has to be introduced. To do so, simple a clause Ps1(e1 ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t) gets removed from the set of clauses describing the system. To restrict the behavior of a simple system of two states and three transitions, the set of clauses Ps1(e1 ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t) Ps1(e2 ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t) Ps2(e3 ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps1(t) gets reduced to the set Ps1(e2 ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t) Ps2(e3 ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps1(t) Figure ( trans_elim) shows the same transformation on the graphical description level. Since not every set of states and transitions describes a reasonable system, the possibility of eliminating transitions should be restricted. In case of interactive systems, input actions should never be inhibited, but only be ignored. Therefore the restriction: "A transition labeled with an input event can only be eliminated if there is at least one other transition with the same label originating from the same state." is appropriate for this kind of systems.
An Example.
The following example demonstrates the use of the graphical transformation rules for the development of the on-line video transmission control occurring during the interactive video service. At the first level of abstraction, the influence of the control commands (play,...rew) is left open. The second level introduces a "pause"-state by splitting of a new state and elimination the appropriate transitions. Finally, the original state is split again, yielding a "stop"-state together with the corresponding transition eliminations. 
Formal Properties of Splitting and Elimination.
The upcoming proofs of the acclaimed propositions are only proof sketches to illustrate the proof ides. For these sketches, clause schemes will be used for illustration. Those clause schemes are terms with state predicates as their free variables. They are those terms which are build by conjunction of those clauses used to describe SSDs and EETs according to section (??).
Since the clauses used here are all positive clauses, for a sufficient interpretation the closed world assumption has to be used, associating the strongest possible predicate P as solution of a term of the form ∃ Ps1 ... Psn. C(P,Ps1,...,Psn)
Here, P stands for the predicate characterizing the system behavior, Ps1,...,Psn are the state predicates denoting those states used in the formal description of the system, and C stands for the conjunction of the set of clauses used to described the system behavior.
State Splitting.
As already mentioned in (??) , transformation by splitting a state si into states si1 and si2 does not change the behavior of the described system. More formally, it leaves the set of characterized traces unchanged. According o the structure of the transformation the clause set including the head clause is reorganized into the conjunction of the clause schemes N and F; here, F denotes the feedback clauses of the state to be split, i.e., those clauses describing transition with si as starting and ending state. N denotes the set of the remaining clauses. Using these abbreviations, state splitting can be seen as substituting the clause scheme N(P,Ps1,...,Psi,...,Psn) ∧ F(Psi,Psi) with the scheme N(P,Ps1,...,Psi1,.
Thus, the main part of the proof consists of showing that (∃ Ps1 ... Psi ... Psn. C(P,Ps1,...,Psi1,Psi2,...,Psn)) ⇔ (∃ Ps1 ... Psi ... Psn. C(P,Ps1,...,Psi,...,Psn)) "⇒" follows immediately by choosing either Psi1 or Psi2 for Psi. "⇐" follows by choosing Psi for both Psi1 and Psi2.
Transition Elimination.
While state splitting leaves the system behavior and the corresponding trace set unchanged, transition elimination does change them. According to the transformation structure of the elimination, the clause set is reorganized into the conjunction of the clause schemes N and T; here, T denotes the transition to be eliminated, and N the set of the remaining clauses. This abbreviation allows the transition elimination to be seen as substituting the clause scheme N(P,Ps1,...,Psn) ∧ T(Psi,Psj) with the scheme N(P,Ps1,...,Psn). Thus, the main part of the corresponding proof consists of showing (∃ Ps1 ... Psi ... Psn. N(P,Ps1,...,Psn) ∧ T(Psi,Psj)) ⇒ (∃ Ps1 ... Psi ... Psn. N(P,Ps1,...,Psn)), which trivially holds.
Alphabet Change.
To change from the global system view to the component view, the set of relevant observed actions has to be changed. This change is referred to as "alphabet change". According to the transformation structure of the alphabet change, the clause set is reorganized into the conjunction of the clause schemes N and F(Ps1) ∧ ... ∧ F(Psn); here, F denotes the conjunction of all newly introduced transitions labeled with internal actions i1,...,ik, and is of the form P(i1 ⊕ t)⇐ P(t) ∧ ... ∧ P(ik ⊕ t)⇐ P(t). N is the unchanged part of the clause set.
This abbreviaio allows the alphabet change to be seen as substituting the clause scheme N(Ps1(A©.),...,Psn(A©.)) with the scheme N(Ps1,...,Psn) ∧ "⇒" follows immediately by taking either Psi1 or Psi2 for Psi. "⇐" follows immediately by restricting So, to obtain the same clause scheme, F(Ps1) ∧ ... ∧ F(Psn) has to be inferred. This follows trivially by P(A©t)⇐ P(A©t) P(A© ( i1 ⊕ t))⇐ P(A©t)
Syntacic Interfaces of Components
Like the development of the description of the global system, the development of the component view system description starts with the determination of the syntactic interface of the components of the system. Hence, the set of relevant interacions between the components has to be determined as well as whether the actions is an input or an output action.
As before, the determination of component interface again defines an inital description. To be consistent with the global description, however, the component description may not characterize arbitrary behaviors but must respect the global restrictions. Thus, arbitrary interactions between the components are only allowed within the global system states. According to the above schema, for each state s all pairs of clauses of the form Ps1(a ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps(t) Ps(e ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t) are substituted by corresponding pairs of clauses of the form Ps1(a ⊕ t) ⇐ Paei(t) Paef(e ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t). Furthermore, for each internal interaction i a corresponding clause Paei(i ⊕ t) ⇐ Peaf(t) is introduced. Since EET-descriptions make use of optional or repeated sysquences by using a transition without any action (see 3.??), also clauses of the form Paei(t) ⇐ Paef(t) and Paef(t) ⇐ Paei(t) are introduced.
Refinement of EETs
The last step of the development process consists of the repeated refinement of the component view of the system. By construction, the formalizations of SSDs and EETs do not differ. Therefore, from the formal point of view, no other transformations are needed for the refinement of EETs than in case of the refinement of SSDs. Since, however, the graphical description techniques differ essentially, an appropriate graphical representation of these rules must be offered. As the EETs are more restricted than SSDs concerning their expressiveness, a suitable extension of EETs should be offered for a homogeneous development method. Therefore the concept of hierarchical EETs is introduced, and appropriate transformation techniques are developed. Those transformation techniques are tailored for the communication sequence view offered by EETs in contrast to the state based view offered by SSDs and the formal description technique.
Hierarchical EETs.
As already mentioned above, EETs are much more restricted in their expressiveness compared to SSDs. This is due to the fact that EETs do not allow to choose from a set of options. To overcome this restriction EETs are enhanced by introducing a hierarchical notation and the possibility to describe the system behavior by sets of EETs. Since an EET is already seen as a part of a larger description (i.e, the SSD), this notion is extended to make EETs legal subcomponents of another EET, too. This structuring allows hierarchical descriptions. By giving more than one EET for a certain phase of the system, each of the given possibilities becomes a legal behavior of the system. This is a standard interpretation commonly used with "Message Sequence Charts" and comparable description techniques. By combining both techniques, SSDs and EETs become equally expressive and thus makes a homogeneous description development possible.
Repetition splitting.
Those parts on an EET covered by a repetiotion/optionality indicators can be split into two identical copies chained to each other. Formally, the corresponding pairs of clauses of the form Ps1(a ⊕ t) ⇐ Pi(t) and Pf(e ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t). are substituted by the clauses Ps1(a ⊕ t) ⇐ Pi1(t), Pf1(e ⊕ t) ⇐ Pi2(t), and Pf2(e ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t). The corresponding repetiton and optionality indicators Pi(t) ⇐ Pf(t) and Pf(t) ⇐ Pi(t) are subsituted by the clauses Pi1(t) ⇐ P1f(t) and Pf1(t) ⇐ Pi(1t), Pi2(t) ⇐ Pf2(t) and Pf2(t) ⇐ Pi2(t), as well as Pi1(t) ⇐ Pf2(t) and Pf2(t) ⇐ Pi1(t).
Furthermore, the corresponding part of the EET the indicator ranges over has to be split, too. This is done by subsituting all the corresponding clauses Pr(a ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps(t) by the corresponding pair of clauses Pr1(a ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps1(t) and Pr2(a ⊕ t) ⇐ Ps2(t). Comparable to the state splitting of SSDs, the indicator splitting does not change the behavior of the described system, but adds additional structuring.
Subpart Splitting.
A second way of adding additonal structure to the description without changing the system behavior is the splitting of subcomponents. Here, a subpart of a hierrchical system description is split up in two identical parts.
Furthermore, the subpart itself is split in the same way as described in the case of the indicator splitting.
Option Elimination
While the Indicator Splitting does not change the behavior of the described system, the elimination of optional behavior is a real behavior refinement. A certain optional behavior is eliminated by removing the corresponding EET from the set of possible EETs. The formal transformation consists of the elimination of the corresponding clauses. Thus, to eliminate an optional behavior Indicator Specialization.
Finally, the indicators for repetition and optionality can be specialized in the following way:
• "0-*"-marked parts can be eliminated. • "0-*"-marked parts can be substituted by corresponding "0-1"-marked parts.
• "0-*"-marked parts can be substituted by corresponding "1-*"-marked parts.
• "1-*"-marked parts can be substituted by corresponding unmarked parts.
(Mapping of SSD States on EETs, Refinement of EETs) All of these transformatons are real behavior refinements and thus restrict the behavior of the described system.
Formal Properties.
Since all the above transformation rules given for EETs can be expessed in terms of the more primitive transformation rules given for SSDs, the properties of the former can be deduced from the properties of the latter. Therefore, the formal treatment of those ruleswill be skipped here. We have described here an approach to amalgamate a pragmatic software specification method taken out of aily industrial practice with a precise semantic background. The novel aspect of our approach is that we do not stop at a pure translation between informal and formal specifications but integrate both into a new development method which appears to the user as a structured graphical method. The formal background is used to make the method much more elaborate in its methodical guidance. Moreover, the method offers an elegant way to ensure the consistency of a specification by construction. This seems to be superior to consistency tests as they have been defined in informal and formal methods up to now. Of course, the described approach is not limited to the specific development method. The basic idea can be carried over to any other graphics-based method, including object-oriented methods. For example, [Hus94] has exercised a quite similar approach for the complex method SSADM. The work which was presented here seems to be of a completely new kind compared to other activities in (formal or informal) system development. We have carried out here a piece of methoddevelopment for a graphical method based on formal foundations. One can draw the conclusion that the analysis and improvement of practically used development methods can be a fruitful field of research (and also business!) for people with experience in both formal and informal development methods.
Conception of a Tool
